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Is the Virginia governor's Confederate History Month proclamation appropriate? Will populist

anger across the political spectrum drive a harder line toward Beijing?

David Boaz
Executive VP, Cato Institute :

Gov. Bob McDonnell has issued a proclamation declaring April

"Confederate History Month." As politicians often do with news they're

not really publicizing, McDonnell posted the proclamation on his website Friday, but no one

noticed until Tuesday. The proclamation urges Virginians to "understand the sacrifices of the

Confederate leaders, soldiers and citizens during the period of the Civil War" but does not

mention slavery.

Virginia's last Republican governor, Jim Gilmore, in issuing a proclamation remembering the

Civil War, had at least acknowledged reality: "The practice of slavery was an affront to man's

natural dignity, deprived African-Americans of their God given inalienable rights, degraded the

human spirit and is abhorred and condemned by Virginians . . . Had there been no slavery,

there would have been no war." Amazingly, he was criticized for that simple and obvious

statement, as was I when I quoted it a few years back.
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Subject Date

Obama's nuclear strategy - smart politics or unilateral disarmament?

Plus, do the RNC's troubles matter to voters?

Apr. 06, 2010

Michael Steele staying put Plus, a Supreme Court ideologue? Apr. 05, 2010

Open Mic, April 3-5 Apr. 03, 2010

Will the center hold for Obama? Plus: Gubernatorial campaigns and

the courts And, In Fed we trust?

Apr. 01, 2010

Drilling for votes? Mar. 31, 2010

Has the RNC become a joke? Mar. 30, 2010

Is the White House right to presume that the president now has a

stronger hand to play with Congress? Plus, Palin and the neo-cons

Mar. 29, 2010

We shouldn't pretend history never happened, and the Confederacy is part of history. But so

is the slave system that the Southern states seceded in order to maintain. In 1860 there

were almost 500,000 slaves in Virginia, more than in any other state. Historical recollections

of the Confederacy should not ignore that fact.
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